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�Why it is that, after passing their test, so many people forget just about everything they were taught
behind the wheel?� Author Graham Fulbright used this question as his inspiration for Driving Mad: Maniacs, Morons
and the Advanced Motorist�s Club, a satirical work containing hilarious anecdotes of madcap and inconsiderate driving.

Illustrated with select road signs, some more bizarre than others, Driving Mad takes you, the reader, on an
entertaining journey through a maze of roundabouts, junctions and parking lots via devious twists and turns foreign
to the Highway Code.  

Along the way, you�ll find articles on subjects ranging from scientific & medical study papers to chaos theory and
accident scenarios. Enjoy the zany company of chequered flag enthusiasts, leather-fetish, sex-obsessed males,
sadistic bus drivers, rip-off-artist cabbies, racy hitch-hikers… a whole assortment of colourful characters. Then relax
with en route cinema, literary and other quizzes designed for your rest stops. You�ll need this knowledge before
venturing upon the theory test, your final obstacle course. A piece of cake, provided you don�t rush too many of the
multiple-choice questions...

�I wrote this partly out of frustration with the aberrant �and abhorrent� behaviour encountered daily on our roads
and partly out of amazement at the sheer number of failings that have fellow road users up in arms. All the same, it
would be less than honest of me to claim total innocence of the vices pilloried in these pages!� says author Graham
of the motivation to write Driving Mad.

In his youth, GRAHAM FULBRIGHT received a commendatory write-up in the Times Literary Supplement for his novel set against the
backdrop of the 1846-1848 Mexican-American War. In fact, he has written seven novels in all and three plays. Graham has also
translated a German mystery novella, invented a board game called Decade, directed and acted in a production of Edward Albee�s
The Zoo Story and recorded a set of comedy sketch tapes. Graham lives in Luxembourg.
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DO NOT READ AND DRIVE

Driving Mad by Graham Fulbright is a
humorous fictional compilation of
eccentricities, misdemeanours and
offences that bring drivers to despair
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